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Elegant Antique Louis XV Painted Commode Briggs House Antiques

White is known as color of perfection and it is most pure and complete color. White will give your home sense of
purity, innocence, perfection, completion and wholeness. Decorating home in all white is old as well as
contemporary way of home décor.

Many people shy from adding white in their home, however adding white in your home can give a  warm and pure
appearance.  Listed below are some unique and sophisticated ideas for all white décor.

1.  Keep walls white:

In all white décor first important thing is to keep walls in white. Use oil paints as they give lustrous appearance.

2.  Draw Attention To Art:

White walls do not look good unless they have contrast. Draw attention to your walls by investing in  elegant art. 
The biggest advantage of all white décor is that it gives you an opportunity to show case your personality and style in
your home interiors without caring and competing with wall colors. Display your favorite painting on the wall above
your all white bed.

3.  Choose All White Bedding:

There are hundreds of white bedding versions that give a richness to a room. For every bed sheet there is color
spectrum and every color spectrum has white version of it. So be bold and bring pure white for your bed room.
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4. Window Treatments In White:

White drapes hanging from white ceiling will give an awe inspiring feeling. It really makes your home a pure and
pristine dwelling. But it is not necessary to have plain white curtains or drapes. There are two fold curtains available
in market which have white base and colored tulle is added to front. Such curtains are perfect for any home inspiring
all white décor. So go and buy these two-tones drapes for your home.

5.  White Bathrooms With Colored Accents:

Nothing can give a wow factor than all white bathrooms with one focal wall made up of mosaic colored tiles. Add
white sinks, bathtub, and all other material in your bathroom. Just splash colors on single wall which will become
focal point in your bathroom décor. All white bathrooms will give striking touch with any accent color you give to it.
For instance make red tiles in mosaic form with all white bathroom décor is really hot right now.

6.  White Furniture:

For all white décor furniture plays a significant role. Buy vintage white furniture like white sofa or couch for your living
room. Complement them with colored rugs or felt pads to add pop of bit color too.

7.  White Decorative Accents:

Decorative items like chandeliers, vases, table mats, table runners, and any other things which you want to add, will
perfectly complement your all white décor when they are in white, beige or blue colors.

About the Author:

AtiqUr Rehman is a passionate writer loves to write about home decoration especially Mediterranean and vintage
style home decoration.
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All White Home Found at Inspace Locations
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All White Home Found at Inspace Locations

French XV Style Nightstands- Jean-Marc Fray French Antiques

Antique pair of French Louis XV style night stands in patined cherry wood with three dovetailed drawers and brass
hardware. Very elegant with their glided cast bronze feet and handles. Finished all around.
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Exquisite Antique French Painted Louis XV 2 Door Buffet Antiques on Old Plank Road
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Huxley Dining Table at Joss & Main

French Country Living Antiques
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Victorian Maisonette in London- This charming home has two bedrooms and two sitting rooms where retro pieces,
French and English antiques and contemporary decor are beautifully pieced together.
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Florian Papp

Fabulous Vintage French Louis XVI Gilt & Mirrored Cocktail Table Old Plank
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Decorating With White- The Stansfield Road Property
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Louis 15th French Chest J+M Antiques
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Limed Oak Chest of Drawers with Faux Bamboo Details From Old Town Crossing
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Henhurst Interiors posted a stunning picture of their office space, showing how beautiful a bulletin board can look in
any space in the house. Consider taking an old frame, and using white, gray or beige linen fabric as a backing. Old
frames used in this way can transform a space, and store all your favorite ideas in one area.
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Shannon Bowers Photography by Stephen Karlisch
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A console from Christopher Norman and a 1920s Venetian mirror in the dining room.

Cynthia Frank has been a magazine editor at various magazines for the last 50 years. Mrs. Frank is currently the
editor at large for Elle Decor and they recently featured Cynthia's gorgeous Southampton home. The color palette of
her house is tame but very classy and elegant with lots of lovely antique touches throughout. Photos from Elle
Decor
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Pam Pierce Photo credit Peter Vitale
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Louis XV Period Painted & Gilt Serpentine Console, France c.1760

William Word Fine Antiques

French White Painted Demilune Chest Greenwich Living
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Pam Pierce Photo credit Peter Vitale
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Pam Pierce Photo credit Peter Vitale
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Eames Lounge Chairs

Habitually Chic featured a stunning apartment of Wolfgang Benkhen in Hamburg, Germany. The apartment was
decked out in white and natural woods and was decorated in modern vintage furniture with a minimal approach.
Amongst all the pictures the herringbone floors really stood out to be a captivating feature all on their own. A Eames
lounge styled chair seems to be one chair that gains momentum as the years go by.
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Anglo Indian Brass Inlaid Secretaire Campaign Chest
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French Directoire Chest of Drawers

French antique Directoire chest of drawers. Beautifully built and flawless proportions. Great patined French blue.
Solid hand-carved cherrywood. Three dovetailed drawers with original bronze hardware.
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Louis XV Period Serpentine Bombe Commode
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